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We experimentally investigated electron acceleration from submicron size argon clusters-gas target

irradiated by a 100 fs, 10 TW laser pulses having a high-contrast. Electron beams are observed in

the longitudinal and transverse directions to the laser propagation. The measured energy of the

longitudinal electron reaches 600 MeV and the charge of the electron beam in the transverse

direction is more than 3 nC. A two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation of the interaction

has been performed and it shows an enhancement of electron charge by using the cluster-gas target.
VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3673911]

With the development of terawatt ultrashort lasers using

the chirped pulse amplification technique, the focused laser in-

tensity could easily reach 1018 W/cm2 and higher. Such pulses

can drive various types of plasmas to accelerate beams of rela-

tivistic electrons1–7 and MeV protons, produce hard x-rays8–10

and other exotic particles. In electron acceleration, the laser’s

ponderomotive force creates laser wake field acceleration2

structure which traps and accelerates electrons to a very high

energy within a very short distance. In recent years, significant

progress11–13 has been made in enhancing the energy and

quality of electron beams. Monoenergetic electron bunches

with energies up to 1 GeV can be generated6,7 by the interac-

tion of tens terawatt laser pulses with underdense plasmas.

But in these results, the charge of the electrons was limited to

10s pC or less limiting the applications those electron beams.

In order to get a higher electron charge, several injection

mechanisms have been proposed; however, these are experi-

mentally hard to implement.

Clusters have recently received attention as a unique

laser-plasma media. Compared with gaseous and solid tar-

gets, a cluster target formed by high-pressure gas nozzle has

very important properties, such as local solid electron den-

sity, but low density on average. The laser transmission dis-

tance in the clusters is longer than the distance in gas target

and also the laser energy absorption in the cluster higher

than the solid target. Clustering gas has been demonstrated

as an efficient medium for self-guided propagation of laser

pulses in previous experiments.14–16 And, a directional hot

electron beam with energy about 100 keV was generated

along the laser propagation direction from Ar clusters using

non-relativistic laser pulses.17

In the experiments reported here, we study the effect of

high contrast laser pulses interacting with a cluster-gas target

containing argon clusters. We observed high-energy electron

beam with energy up to 600 MeV along the laser propagation

direction and another electron beam having even higher

charge of about 3 nC in the direction perpendicular to the

laser propagation. Simulation shows that the electron charge

in the transverse direction is greatly enhanced by using the

gas-cluster mixture compared with atomic gas.

The experiment was performed using the Extreme

Light-III laser facility at the Institute of Physics, Chinese

Academy of Sciences. A sketch of the experimental setup is

shown in Fig. 1. We focused an ultrashort 100 fs laser pulses

at a wavelength of 800 nm with an f/3 off-axis parabola onto

a supersonic argon gas-jet. The energy of the laser is about

1 J, 30% of the energy was contained in a diameter of 6 lm

at full width half maximum (FWHM) of the focus spot. With

the help of the optical parametric chirped pulse amplification

technique, the laser contrast (picosecond pre-pulse) of the

laser has been optimized to 10�10 (Ref. 18). The cluster-gas

target is produced by the expansion of high pressure Ar gas

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic diagram for the experiment. The inset

shows gas jet density at Z=1mm, the points are the density measured in the

experiment and the line is the fitting curve.a)Electronic mail: lmchen@aphy.iphy.ac.cn.
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out of a conical nozzle with a 3 mm diameter orifice and

1 mm diameter throat. Clusters with size of 0.14 lm can be

produced when the argon gas pressure is 7 MPa. We have

characterized the atomic density profile of the gas jet with a

Mach-Zehnder Interferometer. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the

cluster densities versus the stagnation pressure of the argon

gas. The energy spectrum of the forward electron beam was

detected by using a magnetic spectrometer which is com-

posed of the following components: dipole magnet (0.9 T),

high resolution image plate (IP of Fuji BAS-SR), and

200 lm thick Cu foils wrapped IP to block the laser light or

interference-ray. The magnet and IP were located at distan-

ces of 16 cm and 47 cm from the nozzle center. A 1 mm thick

lead slit was placed in front of the magnet and two IPs with

37.5 lm thick Al filter were put on the slit. Another two IPs

were installed at 90� to the laser axis to detect transversely

emitted electrons, the distance between the IPs and the noz-

zle was 7 cm. These two IPs are all covered by the 400 lm

Cu foils.

We know the prepulse of low contrast laser can ionize

clusters, and clusters will be shrinked in size or destroyed

before interacting with the main laser pulse.19 By using high

contrast laser, the damage of clusters can be avoided. In

order to get an optimized electron beam signal, the Ar gas

stagnation pressure and the position of the nozzle with

respect to the laser focus were optimized. The best interac-

tion point was about vertically 1 mm above the gas jet and

0.5 mm longitudinally away from the nozzle center. The size

of clusters is very important for the level of cluster ioniza-

tion.20,21 There was no electron beam along the laser propa-

gation direction when the Ar gas pressure was in the range

1–6 MPa. The accelerated electron beam was observed at

7 MPa pressure. This proved, in the case of large clusters, the

colliding ionization will be enhanced which lead to

strengthen the effective injection for the longitudinal acceler-

ation and the transverse acceleration mentioned after. Under

these experimental conditions, the average density of the

cluster-gas target was about 5.5� 1019 cm�3. Fig. 2(a) shows

the image of the longitudinal electron beam on the IP after

magnet. Limited by the size of the IP, we detect a continuous

energy spectrum, covering from 80 MeV to 600 MeV. The

electron beam had a minimum angle of divergence less than

1.4 mrad as determined from vertical axis. Fig. 2(b) shows

the electron spectrum calculated from the image. The photo-

stimulated luminescence (PSL) number of the IP can be used

to estimate the electron beam charge,22 the total charge of

the electron with energy larger than 80 MeV is estimated to

be about 50 pC. The spectra assume to have a Maxwellian

distribution. A top-view CCD can record the Thomson scat-

tering in Fig. 2(c) by which we know the transmission length

of the laser beam inside the cluster target media. It is about

3 mm in this case.

The spatial distribution of electrons along laser polariza-

tion direction is presented in Fig. 3. The 400 lm Cu filters in

front of the IP can block x-rays and electrons having energies

up to 1 MeV. The stopping energies are calculated with the

Casino V2.42 Code.23 The divergence angle of the electron

beam in x-z plane is about 11� in FWHM. From the images,

the transverse electrons seem to be conical acceleration.

From the PSL number of one IP, the electric charge of accel-

erated electrons with energy larger than 1 MeV is about 1.5

nC, and the total charge of the transverse beams are esti-

mated to be 3 nC per shot. This high charge electrons’ emis-

sion indicate that clusters as a medium can interact strongly

with intense laser pulses.24 And the accelerated hot electrons

can emission from the narrow interaction channel easily

because of the small focal spot.

2D particle-in-cell simulation code is used to further

study the laser-cluster interactions. The laser parameters in

the simulations are same to those used in the experiment.

Plasma densities are chosen between 1� 1019 cm�3 and

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Image of electron signal obtained on the IP after

dispersive magnet. (b) Experimental electron spectra after calculated. (c)

Thomson scattering imaging on topview CCD, dashed line is the position of

2 mm nozzle.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Image of transverse electron spatial distribution.
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8� 1020 cm�3, and the plasma are gas, cluster, or a mixture

of cluster-gas individual. As seen in Fig. 4, simulation shows

that in pure clusters a transverse electron beam is not gener-

ated. And we found that the highest electron charge ratio of

about 5 between mixture gas-clusters and pure gas can be

achieved when the density is 7� 1019 cm�3 in case cluster

size reaches to the maximum in experiment.

In Fig. 1, two IPs in front of the magnet shows a strong

signal of one shot. The emission angle of this signal is about

15� to the x-axis. The 37.5 lm thick Al filter before the IP

can almost block the K-shell x-ray (2.96 keV) of Ar cluster;

however, we found that the center of the signal is already sat-

urated. The nature of this signal could possibly be electrons

as observed by other group.25 However, the electron charge

in our case is higher than 4 nC, which is much larger than

their measurement. The other possibility is that this signal is

hard x-ray when accelerated electrons are wiggling in the

wakefield cavity.26

In conclusion, electrons with energy up to 0.6 GeV in

forward direction are generated by the interaction of a 10

TW laser pulse with a gaseous argon cluster target; it pro-

vides an alternative to enhancing electron energy by using

laser with medium size. And the high energy electrons also

mean the effective coupling between laser and plasmas. It

may result in stronger target normal sheath acceleration for

the ions.15 The charge with the energy higher than 80 MeV

is about 50 pC. We also observed a transversally emitted

ultra-relativistic electron beam with charge larger than 3 nC

due to laser-cluster interaction in the transverse direction.

There can be many attractive applications of those electrons

if their energy is relativistic, such a high charge of the trans-

versally generated electrons having a certain initial velocity

could be useful for injection into laser driven wake field ac-

celerator or conventional accelerators, as well as the genera-

tion of strong THz radiation. Applications of those electrons

beams are planned in future experiments.
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